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practice on judgmental accuracy in geopolitical forecasting
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Abstract

The heuristics-and-biases research program highlights reasons for expecting people to be poor intuitive forecasters. This
article tests the power of a cognitive-debiasing training module (“CHAMPS KNOW”) to improve probability judgments in a
four-year series of geopolitical forecasting tournaments sponsored by the U.S. intelligence community. Although the training
lasted less than one hour, it consistently improved accuracy (Brier scores) by 6 to 11% over the control condition. Cognitive
ability and practice also made largely independent contributions to predictive accuracy. Given the brevity of the training
tutorials and the heterogeneity of the problems posed, the observed effects are likely to be lower-bound estimates of what
could be achieved by more intensive interventions. Future work should isolate which prongs of the multipronged CHAMPS
KNOW training were most effective in improving judgment on which categories of problems.
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1 Introduction

Research in judgment and choice has found numerous
flaws in people’s intuitive understanding of probability (Bar-
Hillel, 1980; Kahneman & Tversky, 1973, 1984; Lichten-
stein, Slovic, Fischhoff, Layman & Combs, 1978; Slovic
& Fischhoff, 1977; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). We of-
ten make errors in prediction tasks by using effort-saving
heuristics that are either insensitive to factors that norma-
tive theories say we should take into account or sensitive to
factors that we should ignore (Kahneman & Tversky, 1977,
1982; Morewedge & Kahneman, 2010; Tversky & Kahne-
man, 1974). These results have sparked interest in interven-
tions that can improve judgments (Arkes, 1991; Croskerry,
Singhal & Mamede, 2013a, 2013b; Fischhoff, 1982; Lilien-
feld, Ammirati & Landfield, 2009; Miller, 1969), but it re-
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mains true that significantly less attention has been paid
to “debiasing” than to biases (Arkes, 1991; Graber et al.,
2012; Lilienfeld et al., 2009). Moreover, few organizations
have embraced the debiasing methods that have been devel-
oped (Croskerry, 2003; Graber et al., 2012; Lilienfeld et al.,
2009).

Accurate probability judgments are important in domains
such as law, finance, medicine and politics (Croskerry et al.,
2013b; Jolls & Sunstein, 2005). For example, the U.S. justi-
fication for invading Iraq in 2003 hinged on intelligence es-
timates that stated with high confidence that Iraq possessed
Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) (Director of Central
Intelligence, 2002). Two years later, a bipartisan commis-
sion determined that there were no WMD in Iraq. The pre-
war intelligence was “dead wrong,” putting the blame on
the intelligence community and politicization of the avail-
able information by a subset of policymakers (Commission
on the Intelligence Capabilities of the United States Regard-
ing Weapons of Mass Destruction, 2005). The United States
would continue its involvement in the country for over a
decade at an estimated cost between $4 and $6 trillion and
thousands of casualties, numbers which underscore the dan-
gers of over-confident “slam-dunk” assessments of ambigu-
ous evidence (Bilmes, 2014).

The intelligence community responded, in part, by cre-
ating a research division devoted to exploring methods of
improving intelligence analysis, IARPA. The research re-
ported here was part of four years of forecasting tourna-
ments in which our team, the Good Judgment Project, was a
competitor. Five university-based teams competed to sub-
mit the most accurate daily probability forecasts possible
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on a range of political and economic questions, which in-
cluded improving human judgments with algorithms. Ad-
ditional details on the forecasting tournament, competitors
and Good Judgment Project’s winning methods, was pre-
viously reported in Mellers et al. (2014); Tetlock, Mellers,
Rohrbaugh and Chen (2014). We experimentally tested the
efficacy of a variety of tools for improving judgment, includ-
ing a cognitive-debiasing and political knowledge training
regimen called “CHAMPS KNOW”.

1.1 Literature review

A number of studies have shed light on how probability es-
timates and judgments can be improved (Fischbein & Gazit,
1984; Fischhoff & Bar-Hillel, 1984; Stewart, 2001; Tetlock,
2005; Whitecotton, Sanders & Norris, 1998). However, past
work suffers from at least six sets of limitations: 1) over-
reliance on student subjects who are often neither intrinsi-
cally nor extrinsically motivated to master the task (Ander-
son, 1982; Petty & Cacioppo, 1984; Sears, 1986); 2) one-
shot experimental tasks that limit both subjects’ opportuni-
ties to learn and researchers’ opportunities to assess whether
experimentally induced gains were sustainable over time or
whether they just briefly cued better thinking (Büyükkurt &
Büyükkurt, 1991; Koriat, Lichtenstein & Fischhoff, 1980);
3) brief training modules, often as short as 10–15 min-
utes, that afforded few opportunities for retesting (Benson
& Önkal, 1992; Stone & Opel, 2000) and exploring the po-
tential interactive effects of training and deliberate practice
(Ericsson, Krampe & Tesch-Römer, 1993); 4) debiasing in-
terventions that are narrowly tailored to a single bias (e.g.,
over-confidence, hindsight) and not designed to help with
problems that activate multiple biases (Arkes, Faust, Guil-
mette & Hart, 1988; Hafenbrack, Kinias & Barsade, 2014;
Kardes et al., 2006); 5) multifaceted and lengthy educational
interventions, such as statistics courses, that are high in eco-
logical validity but lose the internal validity advantages that
accrue from random assignment (Fong, Krantz & Nisbett,
1986; Lehman, Lempert & Nisbett, 1988; Lehman & Nis-
bett, 1990); and 6) limited study of the moderating effects
of individual differences beyond cognitive ability (Salas &
Cannon-Bowers, 2001). Research on individual differences
and job performance suggests, for instance, a potential in-
teraction effect between cognitive ability and practice (i.e.,
repeated execution of the thinking principles relayed didac-
tically via training) (Deary, 2000; Ericsson & Lehmann,
1996; Schmidt & Hunter, 2000). Thus, debiasing is unlikely
to have uniform effects on subjects.

We set out to overcome many of these problems. Our
study uses a highly diverse cross-section of the population
that, based on the effort expended for compensation pro-
vided, is almost certainly more intrinsically motivated than
the standard undergraduate sample. The research went on
for four years, tested lengthier debiasing methods, and in-

vestigated individual-difference moderators. Our study also
represents one of the most rigorous tests of debiasing meth-
ods to date. The open-ended experimental task, forecasting
a wide range of political and economic outcomes, is widely
recognized as difficult (Jervis, 2010; Tetlock, 2005). Some
political experts and commentators have portrayed it as im-
possible (Atkins, 2015; Taleb & Blyth, 2011). Our work
does not correct all of the aforementioned conceptual and
methodological problems, but we can address a significant
fraction of them.

The analysis reported here builds on Mellers et al. (2014).
The previous article examined the first two years of the fore-
casting tournament and discusses several drivers of perfor-
mance. Here, we focus on the effects of training and include
a more in-depth analysis of all four years of the experiment.
We also examine mediational mechanisms and moderator
variables to understand individual differences.

1.2 Debiasing: The state of play

Past research on debiasing can be organized into four cat-
egories: 1) information-based (i.e., didactic) techniques in
which trainees learn about errors in judgment such as over-
confidence; 2) process-based techniques that teach subjects
how to check for biases, such as the “consider-the-opposite”
strategy; 3) feedback-based techniques that give subjects
trial-by-trial information on their judgment strategies (i.e.,
here’s how you did and here are some strategies you use to
get better, now try again); and 4) format-based techniques
designed to boost judgmental coherence and accuracy by
structuring problems in ways that are more easily under-
stood and processed.

The purely didactic approach is the least costly method,
but the experimental evidence suggests that it is also the
least effective (Arkes, 1991; Graber, 2003). A review of
debiasing methods for confirmation bias has found mixed
effects at best (Lilienfeld et al., 2009; Weinstein & Klein,
1995). The shortcomings of instruction-only debiasing
strategies are probably attributable to the tenacity of in-
tuitive biases. Informing people of biases is simply not
enough (Neilens, Handley & Newstead, 2009; Wegener &
Petty, 1997). Recognition is only the first step and activating
deliberate overrides requires self-awareness of error poten-
tial, a meta-cognitive skill (Croskerry, 2003; Flavell, 1979;
Graber, 2003; Nelson & Narens, 1994).

Process-based techniques are designed to override the er-
roneous tendencies of some simple heuristics (Keren, 1990).
For example, describing common reasoning patterns that
lead to biased judgments and explaining how to avoid them
is more effective than just informing people about biases
(Cheng & Wu, 2010; Ross, Lepper & Hubbard, 1975). Lar-
rick and colleagues showed that training both the educated
and uneducated in economic principles of cost-benefit anal-
ysis led to better judgments (Larrick, Morgan & Nisbett,
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1990). Another override strategy is to ask people the same
question twice, which pushes them to evaluate the accuracy
of their first-order judgments (Herzog & Hertwig, 2009; Van
Der Henst, 2009; Vul & Pashler, 2008). Considering base
rates can also improve judgmental accuracy (Kahneman &
Tversky, 1973; Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). Finally, teach-
ing people reference-class forecasting reduces base-rate ne-
glect more than calling attention to the bias itself (Case,
Fantino & Goodie, 1999; Fischhoff & Bar-Hillel, 1984; Fly-
vbjerg, 2008; Kahneman & Tversky, 1977; Lovallo, Clarke
& Camerer, 2012).1

Other researchers have found that the format used to
present a problem can have a large effect on understand-
ing. Some have shown that frequency presentation formats
boost accuracy and coherence (Gigerenzer, 1991; Gigeren-
zer & Hoffrage, 1995; Gigerenzer & Todd, 1999). Mandel
and Navarrete (2015) underscore this point in their recent
review. Researchers have also shown that displaying proba-
bilities as “nested sets” or visualizing data distributions can
improve probability judgments (Mellers & McGraw, 1999;
Yamagishi, 2003). Problem format also impacts the extent
to which subjects consider the prior probabilities of events
(i.e., base-rate neglect) (Barbey & Sloman, 2007; Macchi,
2000) and the degree to which they correctly process infor-
mation (Radecki & Medow, 2007; Roy & Lerch, 1996).

Beyond these short-term interventions, longer-lasting
improvements in probabilistic reasoning skills may re-
quire combinations of process-based techniques and re-
peated feedback. Several studies have found that provid-
ing feedback in probabilistic reasoning tasks improves res-
olution and calibration (Benson & Önkal, 1992; Lichten-
stein & Fischhoff, 1980; Stone & Opel, 2000). Even af-
ter brief amounts of feedback, subjects may demonstrate
improved Bayesian reasoning (Lichtenstein & Fischhoff,
1980; Sedlmeier & Gigerenzer, 2001). Longer-term ed-
ucational programs, such as undergraduate-level statistical
training have also improved probabilistic reasoning (Fong
et al., 1986; Lehman et al., 1988; Lehman & Nisbett, 1990;

1Returning to the Iraq WMD example, nowhere in the intelligence com-
munity’s assessments of the probability of Iraq’s continuation of WMD
programs was there discussion of the overall base-rate of a country moving
from a non-WMD state to a WMD in a given time frame. Such a base-rate
is one a completely uninformed and agnostic observer would offer if asked
what the probability of country X possessing nuclear, biological or chem-
ical weapons. For example, at the time of the invasion of Iraq, only seven
countries acknowledged possession of a nuclear weapon, and an eighth was
suspected of possession, meaning the overall rate of nuclear weapon pos-
session was less than 4% (8/194). Even after combining the rates of posses-
sion of chemical and biological weapons into the overall WMD category,
the rate of possession was approximately 13% (26/194). Narrowing the
reference class to only countries in the Middle East returns only a slightly
higher base rate, approximately 17% (3/18) (Cirincione, 2014). The in-
telligence community stated it was highly probable that WMD programs
existed in Iraq — statements interpreted as 100% certainty by policymak-
ers such as President Bush. The large difference between the base-rate and
the assessed probability should have at least given analysts pause. Yet there
was no recorded evidence, by the consensus of analysts, of such reflection.

Nisbett, Krantz, Jepson & Kunda, 1983).
Although feedback is necessary for improvement, it is

unlikely to be sufficient. Sustained improvement likely re-
quires practice that reinforces learning and facilitates deeper
thought (Ericsson, 2006, 2008; Ericsson et al., 1993). One
aspect of our study explores the effect of practice and con-
centrated effort on performance. Ericsson (2006) stresses
the power of deliberate practice: concentrated, effortful and
gradual improvement on sequential tasks that feed into over-
all skill. Although the task and experimental structure of the
tournament did not allow us to directly test Ericsson’s con-
cept of deliberate practice (we could not directly measure
cognitive exertion), we could draw some inferences about
the effects of targeted practice (focused effort) on forecast-
ing accuracy.

Our probabilistic-reasoning training was designed to
teach subjects to use principles such as grounding forecasts
in plausible reference classes. We could test two hypothe-
ses:

H1: Subjects trained to apply probabilistic reasoning prin-
ciples will be more accurate than controls.

H2: The more opportunities subjects have to make judg-
ments, the more accurate they will become (across both un-
trained and trained conditions).

1.3 Individual differences in probabilistic

reasoning

Although training and practice can enhance accuracy, the
evidence for interactions is mixed. Schmidt and Hunter
(2000) found that those with higher cognitive ability were
quicker to master virtually all forms of job knowledge.
Others have focused on cognitive motivation (Cacioppo,
Petty, Feinstein & Jarvis, 1996). Duckworth and colleagues
found grit to be predictive of success in completing mili-
tary training and academic performance. Moreover, intelli-
gence and grit were roughly orthogonal (Duckworth, Peter-
son, Matthews & Kelly, 2007; Duckworth & Quinn, 2009).
Studies of individual difference variables that correlate with
probabilistic reasoning have found that higher cognitive
ability influences accuracy and correlates with better perfor-
mance on logic and probabilistic reasoning tasks, but is not
sufficient for overcoming hindsight bias and overconfidence
(Stanovich & West, 1998b). Higher ability has also been
found to correlate with less sensitivity to framing and con-
junction effects (Stanovich & West, 1998a). Lehman and
Nisbett’s (1990) study of undergraduates undergoing statis-
tical training found a weak but positive correlation (r=0.16,
p < .06) between intelligence (as measured by quantitative
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and verbal SAT scores) and improvement in reasoning per-
formance. We expected that:

H3a: Forecasters with higher cognitive abilities will make
more accurate predictions.

H3b: More cognitively motivated forecasters will make
more accurate predictions.

1.4 Interactive effects among training, prac-

tice, and cognitive ability

Training may disproportionately benefit those who practice
more or have higher abilities. And those with higher cog-
nitive abilities may discover more useful ways to apply in-
sights from training. Although Ericsson’s findings show that
those with natural aptitude for a skill also need to engage in
deliberate practice, he does not deny that those with natu-
ral talent can derive greater benefits from a virtuous cycle
of motivation-related gains in which initial cognitive advan-
tages are reinforced by lower barriers to deliberate practice
(Ericsson, 2002, 2007). In this view, higher cognitive ability
makes deliberate practice easier and those subjects may ben-
efit more quickly from practice than others. We thus pose
the following interaction hypotheses:

H4: Forecasters who engage in more practice will benefit
more from training.

H5: Forecasters with greater cognitive abilities will bene-
fit more from training.

H6: Forecasters who engage in more practice and have
higher cognitive abilities will benefit more from training
(e.g., exhibit higher levels of accuracy).

In summary, we hypothesize that subjects who receive
training will be more accurate than control subjects; prac-
tice will benefit forecasters, regardless of training; and those
who start with higher cognitive ability and motivation will
perform better. Among subjects who receive training, those
who practice more or have higher abilities will benefit more
from training. And subjects who both practice more and
have higher abilities will be even better forecasters.

2 Method

Four geopolitical forecasting tournaments were conducted
between September 2011–April 2012, June 2012–April
2013, August 2013–May 2014, and August 2014–May
2015. Subjects submitted probability estimates via a
custom-designed Internet platform on a variety of geopo-
litical and economic events.

2.1 Subjects and research design

Subjects were recruited initially from professional societies,
research centers, alumni associations, blogs, and word of
mouth. At the start of Year 3, subjects from other forecast-
ing teams that were a part of the wider government research
program, the Aggregative Contingent Estimate (ACE) pro-
gram, were added to the subject pool. Additional recruits
came from publicity generated by media coverage. Subject
demographics for Years 1 and 2 were previously reported
in Mellers et al. (2014). In Years 3 and 4, the subject pool
was approximately 83% male, averaged 41 years of age, and
67% self-reported completion of some form of graduate ed-
ucation, similar to the Years 1 and 2 subject pools.

Subjects joined the tournament via a customized online
platform and officially entered the tournament after com-
pleting a survey that included individual differences mea-
sures such as Raven’s Progressive Matrices, the Cognitive
Reflection Test (both original and extended), the Berlin Nu-
meracy Test (comprising cognitive ability-related factors),
grit (abbreviated scale in years 1-2, full grit-s scale in year 3)
and actively open-minded thinking (comprising motivation-
related factors) (Cokely, Galesic, Schulz, Ghazal & Garcia-
Retamero, 2012; Duckworth & Quinn, 2009; Frederick,
2005; Haran, Ritov & Mellers, 2013; Raven, 2003).

After completing the survey, subjects were randomly as-
signed to either training or control conditions. Following
each nine-month tournament, forecasters who met partici-
pation thresholds and opted to continue were placed in the
same condition for the next forecasting year.2

2.2 Questions and scoring

Each year, subjects were given between 100 and 150 ques-
tions that U.S. intelligence agencies deemed to be of na-
tional security relevance, such as “Will a Syrian no-fly zone
be enacted before X date?” and “Will Russia test an ICBM
by X date?” (see the Supplement for a full list of questions).
Subjects were free to choose which questions to answer.

The traditional Brier scoring rule was used to measure ac-
curacy (Brier, 1950). A Brier score is the sum of the squared
differences between event occurrence (e.g. events that oc-
curred = 1, events that did not occur = 0) and the forecast-
ers’ assigned probability, averaged over all forecasted days
for each question (e.g., if a subject submits a 0.25 probabil-
ity on day 1, that forecast is carried over for each day until
the subject entered a different estimate or the question re-
solved). Brier scores, based on their original formulation,
can thus range from 0 to 2. (The original Brier score was

2There were statistically minor exceptions to the carry over policy, al-
though all efforts were made to keep assignments between years consistent.
Exceptions resulted from promotion of the top 2% of forecasters from each
condition into the “superforecaster” experimental condition. This “promo-
tion” affected the trained and control conditions equally.
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Table 1: QUEST definition.

Letter Reasoning principle

Q Question views

U Use plausible scenarios

E Explore assumptions

S Several assumptions should be considered

T Take heed of biases

retained, as the more recent version of the Brier score is
proper only for binary outcomes.) Lower Brier scores rep-
resent higher levels of accuracy. The analysis that follows
uses mean standardized Brier scores, with standardization
occurring within a question. Mean Brier scores were cal-
culated for each question and then the standardized scores
were generated as a function of deviation from the mean
score for that question. This method takes into account vary-
ing levels of difficulty on questions and thus allows for com-
parisons between individuals since forecasters were free to
choose questions. For this paper, only forecasters who at-
tempted more than 30 questions (the minimum participation
threshold) during the year were included in the sample.3

2.3 Incentives

Forecasters were paid with electronic gift certificates for
meeting participation goals (up to $250). To qualify for the
gift certificates, forecasters had to make a forecast on a mini-
mum number of questions during the year. Forecasters were
able to view their score and rank relative to the other fore-
casters in their condition.

2.4 Training design

Training evolved from year 1 to 4, but was never designed
to take more than an hour. Common probabilistic reason-
ing principles included the understanding and use of event
base-rates, basic principles of belief updating in a way that
reflected the probative value of new evidence, the value of
averaging independent evidence, the difference between cal-
ibration and resolution in Brier scoring, the pros and cons
of using statistical-mathematical models to inform forecasts,
and a discussion of common biases in probability judgment.

3Forecasters who did not forecast on more than 30 questions per year
were dropped from the analysis for three reasons: those who did not com-
plete this baseline level of participation were not compensated (this par-
ticipation threshold was established during the informed consent process),
those who fell below the threshold were not invited back to participate in
the following year’s forecasting tournament, and those who did not forecast
on more than 30 questions likely did not take the task seriously.

Table 2: CHAMP definition.

Letter Probabilistic reasoning principle

C Comparison classes

H Historical trends

A Averaging

M Mathematical models

P Predictable biases

Year 1 Training in year 1 consisted of two different
modules: probabilistic reasoning training and scenario train-
ing. Scenario-training was a four-step process: 1) devel-
oping coherent and logical probabilities under the proba-
bility sum rule; 2) exploring and challenging assumptions;
3) identifying the key causal drivers; 4) considering the
best and worst case scenarios and developing a sensible
95% confidence interval of possible outcomes; and 5) avoid
over-correction biases. The principles were distilled into an
acronym QUEST: Question views, Use plausible worst-case
and best-case scenarios, Explore assumptions, Several as-
sumptions should be considered, Take heed of biases (Table
1). Scenario training was designed in a way very similar to
analytic training already used by the intelligence commu-
nity, encouraging trainees to think critically about assump-
tions, potential futures, and causal mechanisms that could
be at play on a given forecasting question.

Probabilistic reasoning training consisted of lessons that
detailed the difference between calibration and resolution,
using comparison classes and base rates (Kahneman &
Tversky, 1973; Tversky & Kahneman, 1981), averaging and
using crowd wisdom principles (Surowiecki, 2005), finding
and utilizing predictive mathematical and statistical models
(Arkes, 1981; Kahneman & Tversky, 1982), cautiously us-
ing time-series and historical data, and being self-aware of
the typical cognitive biases common throughout the popula-
tion. The training encouraged forecasters to remember the
principles by the acronym CHAMP (Table 2):

Year 2 In year 2, probabilistic reasoning and scenario
training were combined into a single module. Graphics and
more checks on learning were added.

Year 3 Year 3 expanded on year 1 and year 2 train-
ing by delivering the content in a graphical format (online
via commercial software) and adding a letter S to CHAMP,
as well as a new political science content module described
by the acronym KNOW. The additional S encouraged fore-
casters to select the right questions to answer and seek out
subjects where they have a comparative advantage. The ad-
ditional KNOW module encouraged forecasters to under-
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Table 3: CHAMPS KNOW decomposition.

Letter Probabilistic reasoning principle

C Comparison classes

H Hunt for the right information

A Adjust and update forecasts when appropriate

M Mathematical and statistical models

P Post-mortem analysis

S Select the right questions to answer

Political Reasoning Principle

K Know the power players and their preferences

N Norms and protocols of institutions

O Other perspectives should inform forecasts

W Wildcards, accidents, and black swans

stand the dynamics involving key political players (Bueno
De Mesquita & Smith, 2005; Waltz, 2001), determine the
influence of norms and international institutions (Finnemore
& Sikkink, 1998; Keohane, 2005), seek out other political
perspectives and be aware of potential wildcard scenarios
(Taleb, 2010). The original CHAMP guidelines were also
slightly modified based on lessons learned and observation
of the best forecasters, together forming the revised guide-
lines under the acronym CHAMPS KNOW (Table 3). Ad-
ditional checks on learning (i.e., short quizzes) were inte-
grated into this version of the training as well.

Year 4 Year 4 training was very similar to year 3 train-
ing. The probabilistic reasoning training was delivered via a
customized web platform. Almost all information conveyed
was illustrated with graphical examples or pictures. The
main CHAMPS KNOW framework remained intact—save
for the revision of the S guideline from “Select the right
questions to answer” to “Select the right level of effort to de-
vote to each question,” which provided a sharper and clearer
description of performing cognitive triage on the forecasting
question pool.

3 Results

3.1 Effects of training

Training yielded significant improvements in Brier score
across all four tournament years (Figure 1). In year 1, both
probability-trained forecasters (n = 119, MStd Brier Score = -
0.05, SD = 0.24) and scenario-trained forecasters (n = 113,
MStd Brier Score = -0.06, SD = 0.23) outperformed control fore-
casters (n = 152, M Std Brier Score = +0.07, SD = 0.28), F(2,

381) = 12.1, p < .001. Accuracy did not differ between
probability-trained and scenario-trained forecasters. The
improvement in mean Brier scores from probability-training
and scenario-training was 10% and 11%, respectively, rela-
tive to control forecasters.

In year 2, training increased accuracy, with probability-
trained individuals (n = 205, MStd Brier Score = –0.10, SD

Std = 0.25) outperforming control individuals (n = 194, M

Std Brier Score = +0.05, SD Std = 0.25), t(395) = 5.95, p < .001,
a 12% score improvement. In year 3, training was associ-
ated with better performance (trained n = 97, MStd Brier Score

= –0.08, SD Std = 0.27, control n = 116, MStd Brier Score = 0.00,
SD Std = 0.28), t(207) = 2.32, p = .021, with trained individ-
uals again achieving greater accuracy than controls, a 6%
score improvement. Finally, in year 4, training was also sig-
nificant, (trained n = 131, M Std Brier Score = –0.01, SD Std =
0.26, control n = 102, MStdBrierScore = –0.08, SD Std = 0.24),
t(225) = 2.20, p = .028, a 7% score improvement. Addi-
tionally, as reported elsewhere, training improved the cali-
bration and resolution of forecasters by reducing overconfi-
dence (Mellers et al., 2014; Moore et al., 2016). Overall, the
individual forecasters with probability-training consistently
outperformed controls across all four years (Table 4).

3.2 Impact of reasoning principles on accu-

racy

Analysis of which reasoning principles were associated with
greater accuracy revealed that self-reported use of compar-
ison classes was correlated with lower Brier scores. In
year 4, trained forecasters were asked to state which of the
CHAMPS KNOW principles they used to explain their fore-
casts to others. A new check-box elicitation feature was
introduced for all trained forecasters (see the Supplement
for a screenshot. These check boxes augmented the text-
box forecast-explanation elicitation system that had been in
place since the beginning of the tournament.4 In the trained
condition, we asked subjects to categorize the reasoning be-
hind their forecasts by selecting one or more of the ten rea-
soning principles (signified by letters). Subjects in the con-
trol condition were also encouraged to explain their fore-
casts, but were given no check boxes with reference to the
principles.

We elicited 6,622 explanations in the control condition
(submitted by 75% of forecasters) and 6,714 explanations
from trained forecasters (submitted by 76% of forecasters).
On average, the two conditions reported no significant dif-
ference in total time spent on forecasting and writing argu-
ments (4.1 and 3.7 hours/week for control and trained, re-
spectively).

4We confined our analysis of CHAMPS KNOW to individual-trained
forecasters (as the acronym CHAMPS KNOW was meaningless to control
forecasters).
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Figure 1: Years 1–4 training results.
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Table 4: Summary statistics of training experiment years 1–4. Std means standardized.

Condition N Mean Brier Score SD SE Mean Brier Score (std) M SD (std) SE (std) % Improvement

Year 1 No training 152 0.42 0.09 0.01 0.07 0.28 0.02

Prob training 119 0.38 0.08 0.01 –0.05 0.24 0.02 10%

Scen training 113 0.38 0.08 0.01 –0.06 0.23 0.02 11%

Year 2 No training 194 0.39 0.08 0.01 0.05 0.25 0.02

Training 205 0.34 0.09 0.01 –0.10 0.25 0.02 12%

Year 3 No training 116 0.34 0.01 0.09 0.00 0.28 0.03

Training 97 0.32 0.01 0.09 –0.09 0.27 0.03 6%

Year 4 No training 131 0.38 0.01 0.10 –0.01 0.26 0.02

Training 102 0.35 0.01 0.10 –0.08 0.24 0.02 7%

In the trained condition, 69% of forecast explanations
were self-classified as one of the ten principles of CHAMPS
KNOW, yielding forecast explanations associated with
CHAMPS KNOW principles alongside probability esti-
mates. With this information, we could score each explana-
tion and correlate CHAMPS KNOW principles with Brier
scores.5 Table 5 shows the number of forecast explanations
and the mean standardized Brier scores of categorized (e.g.,
any explanation of a forecast that had a CHAMPS KNOW
box checked) and non-categorized explanations of forecasts.

5For this analysis, we assume independence of forecast explanations,
which accompanied each probabilistic estimate. For example, if a subject
cited principle C with a forecast of 0.25 and principle H with a forecast
of 0.75, then Brier scores for associated principle was scored based on the
accompanying estimate.

Trained forecasters whose explanations invoked principles
C, M and S were more accurate than those whose expla-
nations invoked no self-reported CHAMPS KNOW princi-
ples. Explanations invoking C, M, and S principles were
also linked to more accurate forecasts than were explana-
tions invoking any of the other CHAMPS KNOW principles
and more accurate than explanations of forecasts offered by
control forecasters.

Table 6 shows an analysis of variance (ANOVA) of
CHAMPS KNOW principles (based on associated scored
forecasts) that reveals only three principles were signifi-
cantly associated with mean standardized Brier scores: C
was associated with better performance, whereas P and O
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Table 5: Summary statistics (standardized) of reasoning principles in forecast explanations.

n Mean Brier Score SD

Probabilistic reasoning principle

Comparison classes 580 0.17 0.003

Hunt for the right information 2,992 0.38 0.000

Adjust and update forecasts when appropriate 1,239 0.44 0.001

Mathematical and statistical models 453 0.26 0.004

Post-mortem analysis 88 1.04 0.020

Select the right questions to answer 330 0.26 0.006

Political Reasoning Principle

Know the power players and their preferences 1,506 0.36 0.001

Norms and protocols of institutions 847 0.44 0.002

Other perspectives should inform forecasts 531 0.63 0.003

Wildcards, accidents, and black swans 400 0.40 0.004

Categorized∗ 4,627 0.42 0.000

No Category Self-Reported 2,087 0.37 0.001

Control condition 6,622 0.49 0.000

∗ This row describes all forecast explanations. It is not the sum of the n of the
ten principles because explanations can contain reasoning based on more than
one CHAMPS KNOW principle.

were associated with worse performance.6 The P principle
likely increased Brier scores because post-mortems are nor-
mally conducted after inaccurate forecasts. Removing the
cases associated with principles P and O before conduct-
ing a second ANOVA allowed us to directly compare the
effects of the remaining probabilistic reasoning principles
(CHAMS) to the remaining political reasoning principles
(KNW). Results showed that probabilistic reasoning prin-
ciples were associated with improvement but political rea-
soning training was not (Table 7). Although the use of the C
principle was associated with increased accuracy, CHAMPS
KNOW was designed holistically. In effect, the debiasing
effect of the principles build on each other and relational im-
pact among principles is not measured (and likely not mea-
surable within the current research design). So, although
the C principle was the most significant contributor to accu-
racy, it would be going too far to say that the other principles
played no role.

3.3 Practice differences between conditions

Was training associated with greater practice, as measured
by the number of forecasts per user within conditions?

6This analysis is equivalent to multiple regression.

There was virtually no difference between the total number
of forecasts made by trained and control subjects in years 1,
2, 3, or 4 (Table 8).

3.4 Effect of previous experience on accuracy

From year 2 onwards, subjects who previously participated
were encouraged to return and forecast during additional
years of the tournament. These veteran forecasters would,
like new subjects, encounter a different set of questions but
the same experimental condition. Forecasters who were pre-
viously assigned to the control condition were reassigned to
that condition and likewise for those previously assigned to
the trained condition. We used a two-factor fixed-effects
analysis of variance (ANOVA) each year to look for a main
effect of experience and an interaction between experience
and training. The effects of training were consistently sig-
nificant, but a subject merely having prior experience in a
year of the tournament did not yield significant improve-
ments in Brier score (results from year 4 shown in Table 9).

3.5 Targeted practice effects

We defined targeted practice as the average number of fore-
casts per question by each forecaster because the theoreti-
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Table 6: ANOVA of reasoning principles.

MS F (1 df) P value

Probabilistic reasoning principle

Comparison classes 39.34 12.28 <0.001

Hunt for the right information 9.08 2.83 0.092

Adjust and update forecasts
when appropriate

0.01 0.00 0.948

Mathematical and statistical
models

7.53 2.35 0.125

Post-mortem analysis 30.05 9.38 0.002

Select the right questions to
answer

3.53 1.10 0.294

Political reasoning principle

Know the power players and
their preferences

0.54 0.17 0.682

Norms and protocols of
institutions

9.02 2.82 0.093

Other perspectives should
inform forecasts

34.97 10.92 <0.001

Wildcards, accidents, and black
swans

0.89 0.28 0.598

Table 7: ANOVA comparing probabilistic reasoning with
political reasoning training.

MS F (1 df) P value

Probabilistic reasoning
(CHAMPS) principles

38.51 11.96 <0.001

Political reasoning (KNOW)
principles

0.24 0.08 0.783

cal foundation underlying practice effects requires targeted
effort (Table 10). As shown earlier, simply doing the mini-
mum possible to remain in the experiment was not enough
to boost accuracy. A mediation analysis (Figure 2) showed
that the relationship between training and accuracy was me-
diated by targeted practice. The results also held when tar-
geted practice was defined as the total number of forecasts
per individual. Training was a significant predictor of aver-
age number of forecasts per question for year 1 and the num-
ber of forecasts per question was also significant predictor of
accuracy (measured as mean standardized Brier score). We
tested the significance of the indirect effect using bootstrap-
ping procedures with 10,000 bootstrapped samples. The in-
direct effect was –0.02, and the 95% confidence interval was
–0.04 to –0.01 (p = 0.01).

Table 8: Forecasts per subject, years 1–4.

Condition Average forecasts/subject

Year 1 No training 86.76

Prob training 84.29

Scen training 73.15

Year 2 No training 139.03

Training 127.81

Year 3 No training 118.21

Training 113.09

Year 4 No training 149.02

Training 141.84

Figure 2: Year 1 training mediation model: Regression co-
efficients for the relationship between training and accuracy
as mediated by forecasts per question. The regression coef-
ficient between training and accuracy, controlling for fore-
casts per question, is in parentheses. (p < .001, ** p < 0.01,
* p < 0.05.)

For year 2, the coefficient between training and average
number of forecasts per question was not significant, but the
coefficient between forecasts per question and accuracy was
(n = 399). The bootstrapped indirect effect for year 2 was
not significant (Figure 3).

For year 3, the coefficient between training and forecasts
per question was almost significant (p = 0.06), and the co-
efficient between average number of forecasts per question
and accuracy was significant (p = 0.001, n = 213). We tested
the indirect effect using the same bootstrapping procedures.
The indirect effect of practice was –0.02, and the 95% con-
fidence interval was –0.04 to –0.01 (p = 0.05) (Figure 4).

For year 4, neither the coefficient between training and
forecasts per question nor the coefficient between forecasts
per question and accuracy was significant (p = 0.20) (n =
221). The indirect effect was not significant (Figure 5).

To examine forecaster accuracy over time, we calculated
the daily Brier scores for each forecaster. Daily Brier scores
measure accuracy on a specific day if all of the open ques-
tions for a forecaster were to suddenly “resolve” as they
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Table 9: Comparison of performance between new forecasters and veteran forecasters. BScore is mean Brier score; Imp1
is % improvement comparing without training conditions; Imp2 is % improvement comparing no training to training; SD is
standard deviaion; SE is standard error

Standardized

Condition N BScore SD SE BScore SD SE Imp1 Imp2 P value

Year 2

New No training 46 0.39 0.08 0.01 0.03 0.27 0.04

Training 52 0.35 0.09 0.01 –0.07 0.29 0.04 10% 0.07

Veterans No training 148 0.39 0.08 0.01 0.05 0.25 0.02 0%

Training 153 0.34 0.08 0.01 –0.11 0.23 0.02 13% <0.001

Year 3

New No training 60 0.33 0.08 0.01 –0.05 0.24 0.03

Training 44 0.32 0.10 0.01 –0.10 0.29 0.04 3% 0.30

Veterans No training 56 0.36 0.10 0.01 0.05 0.32 0.04 –9%

Training 53 0.33 0.08 0.01 –0.08 0.25 0.03 9% 0.02

Year 4

New No training 119 0.39 0.10 0.01 0.00 0.26 0.02

Training 88 0.36 0.10 0.01 –0.07 0.24 0.03 7% 0.06

Table 10: Forecasts per question per user by year.

No training Training

Year 1 1.35 1.58

Year 2 1.47 1.56

Year 3 1.90 4.27

Year 4 2.53 3.11

eventually did. We averaged daily Brier scores within each
condition and plotted them over time. We expected trained
forecasters to be significantly better than control forecasters
across the year, and that forecasters in both trained and con-
trol conditions would improve. Figure 6 shows that year 1
forecasters in the trained condition were significantly more
accurate than control forecasters at the beginning and at the
end of the year. The same pattern holds in years 2–4.

3.6 Forecaster individual differences

How do individual differences in cognitive ability and moti-
vation relate to forecasting accuracy? As mentioned earlier,
two schools of thought provide diverging predictions. To
test them, we focused on numeracy, cognitive reflectiveness
(CRT), spatial reasoning (via Raven’s Progressive Matrices
(RPM)), actively open-minded thinking (AOMT), and grit.

Figure 3: Year 2 training mediation model: Regression co-
efficients for the relationship between training and accuracy
as mediated by forecasts per question. The regression coef-
ficient between training and accuracy, controlling for fore-
casts per question, is in parentheses. (p < .001, ** p < 0.01,
* p < 0.05.)

The first three measures tapped cognitive ability (Frederick,
2005) and the latter two measure cognitive motivation.

We conducted the same analyses each year by looking
for effects of motivation, cognitive ability, motivation and
ability, and finally motivation, ability, and training. We also
looked for interaction effects. Accuracy was again opera-
tionalized as mean standardized Brier score to control for
the effects of question difficulty.

We conducted univariate regressions for each of the vari-
ables, with mean standardized Brier score as the dependent
variable (Table 11). The most consistent predictors of ac-
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Figure 4: Year 3 training mediation model: Regression co-
efficients for the relationship between training and accuracy
as mediated by forecasts per question. The regression coef-
ficient between training and accuracy, controlling for fore-
casts per question, is in parentheses. (p < .001, ** p < 0.01,
* p < 0.05.)

Figure 5: Year 4 training mediation model: Regression co-
efficients for the relationship between training and accuracy
as mediated by forecasts per question. The regression coef-
ficient between training and accuracy, controlling for fore-
casts per question, is in parentheses. (p < .001, ** p < 0.01,
* p < 0.05.)

curacy were numeracy, training and CRT. Because Raven’s,
numeracy and CRT were correlated, we created a composite
“cognitive ability” variable by calculating the z-scores for
each of the three cognitive ability variables and adding them
together.

None of the motivational variables was significant, and
there were no significant interactions after year 1. In year 1,
there was a significant effect of cognitive ability and train-
ing (both scenario and probabilistic reasoning) on accuracy
(Table 12). Cognitive ability scores moderated the effects
of training, likely reflecting an accuracy ceiling for even the
most skilled of the trained individuals. This interaction ef-
fect was not significant in later years.

Year 2 individual differences results were consistent with
those from year 1. Again, those with high cognitive ability
or who received training were significantly more accurate
(Table 13).

Year 3 individual differences results were consistent with
year 2 results (Table 14). Cognitive ability was a consis-
tently significant predictor, along with training, of accuracy.
The results consistently show the value of cognitive ability

Table 11: Individual differences univariate regression coeffi-
cients (standardized): Dependent variable is mean standard-
ized Brier Score.

Variable Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

AOMT −0.02 −0.04. −0.05. 0.00

Grit 0.03∗ 0.00 0.03. N/A

Raven’s −0.02∗∗∗ −0.01∗ 0.00 −0.01.

Numeracy −0.05∗∗∗ −0.05∗ −0.06∗∗∗ −0.06∗∗∗

CRT −0.07∗∗∗ −0.04∗∗ −0.02∗∗∗ −0.02∗∗∗

Training −0.10∗∗∗ −0.14∗∗∗ −0.09∗ −0.16∗∗∗

∗∗∗, p < .001; ∗∗, p < .01; ∗, p < .05.

and training over motivation within the realm of political
forecasting.

Finally, cognitive ability was a significant predictor of
year 4 results (Table 15). Training was also significant in
the full model. The cognitive ability and training interaction
term was not significant.

3.7 Framework for effects of training on ac-

curacy

We propose an integrative framework to explain ob-
served probabilistic-reasoning training effects, which in-
cludes targeted practice, cognitive ability (aggregated indi-
vidual z-scores of CRT score, Berlin numeracy results, and
Raven’s score), cognitive motivation (grit and active open-
mindedness), and training. Across all years, these predic-
tors collectively explained 10–20% of the variance in fore-
casting accuracy (Table 16). Cognitive ability was the most
consistent individual difference measure, significant in all
four years, and training was also significant in all four years.
Consistent with the individual differences analysis in the
previous section, no significant interactions among training,
targeted practice, and individual differences measures were
observed. Training consistently had the highest explanatory
power for accuracy, followed by targeted practice, and cog-
nitive ability. No interactions were significant. For sake of
table clarity and concision, we have not included the non-
significant results from the tested interactions.

4 Summary and discussion of results

Across all four years of the tournament, probabilistic rea-
soning training boosted forecasting accuracy, supporting
H1. The CHAMPS KNOW principle most associated with
boosts in accuracy was the use of comparison classes and
base-rates, thus underscoring the benefits of adopting the
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Figure 6: Years 1–4 practice over time within training conditions. The points in the graphs depict the average condition’s
Brier score on each day of the tournament. The regression lines were fitted with a span of two days.
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outside view even in forecasting events that some skeptics
argue were unique or sui generis (i.e., we cannot rerun his-
tory and determine how often Greece leaves the Eurozone
in 2014 or how often Russia refrains from intervening in
the Syrian civil war in 2015). These findings also suggest
that probabilistic reasoning training need not be overly long
and drawn out and that exposure to CHAMPS KNOW con-
cepts that boost accuracy can be accomplished efficiently, as
the modules we developed were designed to be completed
within an hour. These findings are also consistent with pre-
vious research on education and cognitive debiasing, which
showed improvements in judgmental accuracy from training
in statistics.

4.1 Targeted practice effects

Individual forecasters in the training and control conditions
differed in how much they engaged in targeted practice (i.e.,
the average number of forecasts per person per question).
A model in which targeted practice mediated the relation-
ship between training and accuracy was supported in three
of the four years. Trained and control forecasters both be-
came better over the course of the year, but trained forecast-
ers maintained their performance edge over control forecast-
ers. These findings support H2 and point to the value of
targeted practice as defined by forecasts per question. Con-
centrated attention on a smaller number of questions yielded
better practice results than sporadic participation. It is also
possible that focusing on specific questions led to the use
of multiple perspectives, critically appraising first guesses,
and tapping into different knowledge sources, mechanisms

suggested by Herzog and Hertwig (2009) and Vul and Pash-
ler (2008). The relationship between accuracy and average
number of predictions per question also suggests that fore-
casting is a learned skill when questions are associated with
correlated cues. Accuracy is associated with concentrated
effort, not simply random chance.

4.2 Individual differences and training

The most consistent correlates of accuracy were cognitive
abilities and targeted practice, which supports H3a (higher
cognitive ability predicts accuracy) but not H3b (cognitive
motivation predicts accuracy). And even H3a received only
has partial support because two of our measures of cogni-
tive ability, numeracy and spatial reasoning, were not pre-
dictive. H4, H5 and H6 were unsupported due to the lack of
significant interactions among individual differences, prac-
tice, and training. Taken together, the results suggest that:
(a) pre-existing cognitive abilities matter and (b) targeted
practice and probability training promote greater accuracy.
Our results also suggest that the combination of cognitive
debiasing training (specifically, using comparison classes)
and making concentrated, targeted use of that knowledge
can improve analytic performance. Although the other de-
biasing principles did not prove useful here, it would be pre-
mature to say that only training in comparison classes mat-
ters. Additionally, for organizations trying to improve the
judgment of their employees, screening applicants based on
cognitive ability and giving them the opportunity to train
and practice are potential avenues to explore.
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Table 12: Individual differences regression models year 1: Dependent is mean standardized Brier Score. Coefficients are
standardized.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

Constant 0.14 0.09∗∗∗ 0.01 0.07 0.16∗∗∗

AOMT − 0.04 0.00

Grit 0.02 0.02∗

Cognitive Ability − 0.03∗∗∗ − 0.03∗∗∗ − 0.03∗∗∗ − 0.04∗∗∗

Training (Prob) − 0.11∗∗∗ − 0.11∗∗∗

Training (Scen) − 0.10∗∗∗ − 0.10∗∗∗

CA * Training (Prob) 0.02

CSA * Training (Scen) 0.03∗

R2
0.02 0.06 0.07 0.10 0.10

F 3.43∗∗ 38.9∗∗∗ 14.5∗∗∗ 13.5∗∗∗ 13.7∗∗∗

n = 348. ∗∗∗, p < .001; ∗∗, p < .01; ∗, p < .05.

Table 13: Individual differences regression models year 2: Dependent Variable is mean standardized Brier Score. Coeffi-
cients are standaridzed.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

Constant 0.14 − 0.03∗ 0.07. 0.17 0.05∗∗

AOMT − 0.03 − 0.01 − 0.01

Grit − 0.01 − 0.01 − 0.01

Cognitive Ability − 0.02∗∗∗ − 0.02∗∗∗ − 0.03∗∗∗ − 0.03∗∗∗

Training − 0.17∗∗∗ − 0.15∗∗∗

CA * Training 0.00

R2
0 0.04 0.04 0.14 0.12

F 0.516 14.7∗∗∗ 4.82∗ 12.6∗∗∗ 18.2∗∗∗

n = 317. ∗∗∗, p < .001; ∗∗, p < .01; ∗, p < .05.

5 Future directions

The training in this study was created to win a geopoliti-
cal forecasting tournament sponsored by the U.S. govern-
ment, and we drew eclectically on different lines of work on
good judgment to create the CHAMPS KNOW principles.
As such, the aim of training was solely outcome focused —
find what works in order to win — and not specifically about
identifying and isolating each probabilistic reasoning prin-
ciple to determine its incremental effectiveness. One avenue
for future research is to determine which of the CHAMPS
KNOW principles drive accuracy on which problem do-
mains. Ideally, each of these principles would be tested in
a longitudinal tournament format, similar to the geopoliti-
cal forecasting tournament that generated the principles in
the first place, or at least in laboratory settings where the

effect of each principle can be isolated. In addition, nat-
ural language processing techniques could be used on the
forecast explanations provided by the trained forecasters to
understand how they practiced the principles of forecasting
on which they were trained. By identifying the most and
least effective reasoning principles, it should be possible to
improve training modules for organizations where making
probabilistic judgments and forecasts are a core duty for em-
ployees. Testing training principles in this format might also
yield results that indicate which principles are most efficient
for debiasing. One debiasing method, which went untested
in the tournament, was the use of visualizations and alterna-
tive presentations of data. Further research should test these
methods in tandem with and against the Bayesian reasoning
principles in CHAMPS.

CHAMPS KNOW is not the upper limit for improving
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Table 14: Individual differences regression models year 3: Dependent Variable is mean standardized Brier Score. Coeffi-
cients are standaridzed.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

Constant 0.03 − 0.05∗∗ 0.00 0.02 0.00

AOMT − 0.03 − 0.02 − 0.01

Grit 0.03 0.01 0.01

Cognitive Ability − 0.03∗∗∗ − 0.02∗ − 0.02∗ − 0.03∗∗

Training − 0.10∗ − 0.09∗

CA * Training 0.01

R2
0.02 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.09

F 1.42 11.9∗∗∗ 3.2∗ 4.0∗∗ 6.2∗∗∗

n = 182. ∗∗∗, p < .001; ∗∗, p < .01; ∗, p < .05.

Table 15: Individual differences regression models year 4: Dependent Variable is mean standardized Brier Score. Coeffi-
cients are standaridzed.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

Constant − 0.15 0.15∗∗∗ 0.05 0.11 0.23∗∗∗

AOMT 0.02 0.02 0.02

Cognitive Ability − 0.03∗∗∗ − 0.03∗∗∗ − 0.03∗∗∗ − 0.03∗

Training − 0.15∗∗∗ − 0.15∗∗∗

CA * Training 0.00

R2
0.01 0.05 0.05 0.10 0.10

F 1.21 12.4∗∗∗ 6.59∗∗ 9.16∗∗∗ 8.76∗∗∗

n = 224. ∗∗∗, p < .001; ∗∗, p < .01; ∗, p < .05.

accuracy via training and the current analysis is not exhaus-
tive. Another research avenue is to perform textual anal-
yses and debriefings of the most successful forecasters to
determine whether they used reasoning principles beyond
CHAMPS KNOW. More advanced techniques could be de-
veloped from looking bottom-up at previously aggregated
forecasting data.

A third avenue of future research involves understand-
ing how trained forecasters differ in thinking from control
forecasters. Additional research into how forecasters are
operationalizing the training concepts is required. Such
research could include investigating whether trained fore-
casters are likelier to be more scope sensitive and likelier
to employ cognitive triage or make granular assessments
of uncertainty. Other future research includes training the
best forecasters, so-called superforecasters (Mellers et al.,
2015) with more advanced cognitive debiasing modules to
see if training can push the upper limit of forecasting perfor-
mance even further. Each avenue could sharpen the results

from this current study and help organizations avoid making
costly forecasting errors.
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